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CFA INSTITUTE FUTURE OF FINANCE PROJECT
Mission/Vision: To shape a trustworthy, forwardthinking financial industry that better serves society

Objective: Provide the tools to motivate and
empower each actor in the financial ecosystem to
commit to fairness and integrity

Motivating Formula: Fairness + Integrity = Trust
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PROJECT REINFORCES CFA INSTITUTE VALUES


Investment professionals contribute to the ultimate benefit of
society through the sustainable value generated by efficient
financial markets and by effective investment institutions.



Good stewardship and high ethical standards are necessary for
trust and confidence to be secured and for society to be served.



Financial markets should afford every investor the opportunity to
earn a fair return.



Financial markets are more effective when participants are
knowledgeable.



High ethical principles and professional standards are essential
to positive outcomes; rules and regulations, while necessary, are
not sufficient by themselves.
Source: CFA Institute Mission and Vision Narrative – Approved by Board of Governors 5 May 2012
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CFA INSTITUTE FUTURE OF FINANCE PROJECT
OUTCOMES





Thought leadership that motivates a change in attitudes and
behaviors in the industry
Stronger influence and “share of voice” about reshaping the industry
Enhanced organizational reputation and member value
A change in organizational culture over time, focused on the impact of
our work on society

HOW FoF IS DIFFERENT
DEFINING PRINCIPLES >> INSPIRING ACTION
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SCOPE: INITIAL TOPICS CONSIDERED
• Agency Costs/Fiduciary
Responsibility
• Business Models
• Compensation & Incentives

• Pension/Retirement Reform
• Promoting Long-Term Investing
• Regulations

• Demographics

• Restoring Credibility of
Investment Professionals

• Education

• Systemic Risk/Crises

• Enforcement

• Technology

• Innovation/Financial Products

• Theory/Curriculum Areas

• Market Structure/Ecosystem

• Transparency

• Market Trends
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SCOPE: NARROWING FUTURE OF FINANCE TOPICS
High

Code and Standards
and Credentialing
(core CFA strength)

Fiduciary Responsibility
• Agency Issues
• Business Models
• Compensation and
Incentives

Theory/Curriculum

CFA Institute Ability to Impact

Transparency/Product
Innovation (also ties to
Technology &
Enforcement)

Aspirational

Quick Wins

Systemic Risk
(mostly SRC)

Regulations (build upon
and promote SFMI work)

Pension Reform/Retirement
Crisis/Unfunded Liabilities
(requires partnership to make
impact)

Not Applicable

Difficult

Low
High

Low

Return on Mission
Note: Size of each data point indicates potential resource level required
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FUTURE OF FINANCE STAKEHOLDERS

Universities
Regulators
Employers

Media

Industry
Thought
Leaders

CFA Institute
members and
candidates

CFA Institute
Staff

CFA Institute
Volunteers
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UNDERSTANDING AND INFLUENCING FINANCIAL
ECOSYSTEM DYNAMICS ARE CRITICAL TO SUCCESS
Providers
of
Capital

Users of
Capital

Intermediaries

MAIN
POINT
Groundskeepers:
•
•
•
•

Regulators
SROs
Universities
etc.

Capital

Opiners
Traders
of Capital

Assets/Securities

Opinions
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MAKING A DIFFERENCE
Focus Areas

Ecosystem Actors
• Providers of Capital
• Users of Capital
• Intermediaries
• Traders of Capital
• Regulators
• Analysts
• Investment Managers
• Intl Economic Orgs

ACTION

Impact
on
Future of
Finance

• Universities
• Media
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Risk
(Bolder Voice)

FUTURE OF FINANCE OUTPUTS

Building
Awareness
Building
Awareness

Leveraging
CFA Institute
Core
Competencies

Setting the
Reform
Agenda

Resources Required
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FUTURE OF FINANCE OUTPUTS

Building Awareness

Examples

• Executive speeches
• Participation in
external events
• Articles reinforcing
project work
• Online discussion
forums
• Curated content
feeds on online hub

Leveraging
CFA Institute
Core Competencies

• CFA conference
sessions with FoF
themes
• FAJ articles with FoF
themes
• Research Foundation
monographs/Lit reviews
• SFMI white papers
• Society roundtable
events
• CFA Magazine
column/articles

Setting the Reform
Agenda
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Statement of Investor
Rights
Investment Reporting
Essentials
Guidance on compensation
and investment business
models
Pension structure guidance
Paper on “Why study
financial history?”
Literature review on
principal-agent issues
Research paper on ethical
dilemmas in finance
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SIX CONTENT CATEGORIES

Financial education often suffers from biased sources or superficial coverage
of material. The project will seek to increase financial literacy through
strategic partnerships and by providing resources to help clients become
better financial consumers.
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While the future is uncertain, having a plan for our personal finances can
help; but if the rules keep changing, what are investors to do? The project
will examine how pension funds and individual investors can navigate this
changing landscape.
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$30 TRILLION
IN PENSION
ASSETS
GLOBALLY
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Around the world there are opportunities for investors to be more actively
engaged in helping support and create useful regulations without
imposing unnecessary burdens on market participants. The project will
identify these opportunities and also look at ways to enforce the rules
through market discipline.
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EU REGULATORY LANDSCAPE

Shared with permission from Fleishman Hilliard
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The topic of fiduciary responsibility encompasses many important areas,
such as principal-agent conflicts, investment firm business models, and
incentives and compensation. The project will identify ways that financial
agents can better serve their clients and the structures that support ethical
behavior.
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DECLARAÇÃO DOS DIREITOS DO INVESTIDOR
Exigir que profissionais financeiros respeitem estes direitos ajuda a criar confiança na pessoa e/ou
na empresa contratada e, assim, restaurar coletivamente a confiança, o respeito e a integridade no
setor financeiro.
AO CONTRATAR OS SERVIÇOS DE PROFISSIONAIS E ORGANIZAÇÕES FINANCEIRAS, EU TENHO O
DIREITO A...

1. Conduta honesta, competente e ética, em
conformidade com a legislação aplicável;
2. Conselho independente e objetivo e
assessoramento baseado em análise
informada, juízo prudente e esforço diligente;
3. Que meus interesses financeiros tenham
prioridade sobre os do profissional e os da
organização;
4. Tratamento justo em relação a outros clientes;
5. Revelação de quaisquer conflitos de interesse
existentes ou potenciais no fornecimento de
produtos ou serviços;

6. A compreensão das minhas circunstâncias,
de modo que qualquer conselho fornecido
seja adequado e baseado em meus objetivos
financeiros e limitações;
7. Comunicação clara, precisa, completa e oportuna
utilizando linguagem simples e apresentada em um
formato que transmita a informação de forma eficaz;

8. Explicação de todas as taxas e custos cobrados de
mim e informações que demonstrem que essas
despesas sejam justas e razoáveis;
9. A confidencialidade das minhas informações;
10. Registros adequados e completos para amparar o
trabalho realizado em meu nome.
Also available in:
Arabic
Chinese
English
French
German

Italian
Japanese
Korean
Spanish
Thai
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STATEMENT OF INVESTOR RIGHTS
“Excellent! Every firm & advisor should have it posted on their wall.”
– Daniel Dolan, ALPS Distributors
“As with all things published by CFA institute, this is terrific! Thank
you for sharing it.” – John Baczewski, Chair of Real Estate
Information Standards Board
“Thanks for sharing as I will with all my staff.” – Desmond
MacIntyre, CEO, Standish Asset Management.
“It's a great piece for marketing - not because it makes the advisor
sound good, but because it keeps these ideas ‘top of mind.’” –
Malcolm Trevillian, CFA, Owner and President of Chatham
Advisors
"While the "Statement of Investor Rights" help clients set the proper
level of expectations, it also provides investment advisers with a
unique roadmap on how to regain their clients' trust.” - Frédéric P.
Lebel, CFA, HFS Hedge Fund Selection S. A.
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It is no surprise that trust has declined as systemic risk has increased. In
the wake of bailouts, moral hazard has been a major theme in markets and
investors are left wondering where they can invest with confidence. The
project will highlight systemic risks and offer insights from thought leaders
on how to reduce their impact.
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Investors should be treated fairly and be given the information they need to
properly evaluate available products and services. The project will include
guidance on how financial innovations and market technology can serve or
harm society as a whole.
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PRINCIPLES FOR INVESTMENT REPORTING
THE FIVE PRINCIPLES ARE:
1. Communication occurs between the preparer and the user as to the
purpose of and need for investment reporting
2. Control processes, policies, and procedures are documented and
followed
3. Client preferences are reflected in the investment report

4. Clear and transparent presentation of investment risks and results
5. Comprehensive fee disclosure

The full report can be viewed online at: www.cfainstitute.org/futurefinance
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DEDICATED WEB EXPERIENCE


Web presence integrated with
CFAInstitute.org



Centerpiece of a global,
integrated marketing campaign
with tagline, “It Starts With You.”



Focus on depth of content on
Future of Finance themes



Repository for Project
deliverables



Designed to drive engagement
and sharing
Putting Investors First
Financial Knowledge
Safeguarding the System
Transparency & Fairness
Regulation & Enforcement
Retirement Security
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ADVISORY COUNCIL
Chair
John Kay, Economist and
Author

Andrew Lo, Charles E.
and Susan T. Harris
Professor of Finance at the
MIT Sloan School of
Management and Director
of MIT's Laboratory for
Financial Engineering

Robert C. Pozen,
Senior Lecturer, Harvard
Business School and
Senior Fellow,
Brookings Institution

Keith Ambachtsheer,
Director, Rotman
International Centre for
Pension Management,
Rotman School of
Management, University
of Toronto

Ira M. Millstein, Senior
Partner, Weil, Gotshal &
Manges LLP, and Co-Chair
of the Millstein Center for
Global Markets and
Corporate Ownership,
Columbia Law School

Mary Schapiro,
Managing Director at
Promontory and Former
Chairman of the U.S.
Securities and
Exchange Commission
(SEC)

Paul Chow, Former Chief
Executive, Hong Kong
Exchanges and Clearing
Limited

Ng Kok Song, Adviser
and Chair of global
investments at the
Government of
Singapore Investment
Corporation (GIC).

Andrew Sheng,
President, Fung Global
Institute

Elizabeth Corley, CEO,
Allianz Global Investors

Tom Keene, CFA,
Editor-at-Large,
Bloomberg News

Barbara Novick, Vice
Chairman, BlackRock

Robert Shiller, Sterling
Professor of Economics
at Yale University

Saker Nusseibeh, CEO
and Head of Investment,
Hermes Fund Managers

John Taft, CEO at RBC
Wealth Management
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WAYS TO GET INVOLVED
• Share your ideas and/or send us articles you read that could be
relevant (futurefinance@cfainstitute.org)
• Recommend thought leaders you know who may wish to support
our effort, including commissioned research
• Share information about the project with your network. (Note that
talking points will be available following the launch.)
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THANK
YOU
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